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Sealing the growth bond
The Pidilite (PIDI) stock is up 34% in the past six months since our
Coffee with CEO note (link). Though investors have consistently
evinced high interest in the company, they have had to grapple with
paucity of granular data on its categories and key drivers of volume
growth. In this report, we: i) offer insights into and details of India’s
adhesives and sealants markets; ii) enumerate growth drivers for each
adhesive category; iii) give updates on paints players that have
entered the space over the past few years; and iv) cite reasons for our
conviction behind PIDI’s continued dominance.
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We remain optimistic on PIDI’s prospects, but VAM prices, which had
cooled off, have gone up sharply, raising concerns. Retain ‘BUY’.

(INR mn)

Year to March

FY21A

FY22E

Revenue

72,927

95,009 1,09,074 1,22,570

EBITDA

16,806

20,917

25,099

28,755

Adjusted profit

11,385

15,286

18,801

23,190

Diluted EPS (INR)

22.4

30.1

37.0

45.6

EPS growth (%)

(2.8)

34.3

23.0

23.3

RoAE (%)

26.0

22.6

25.0

26.1

106.3

79.2

64.4

52.2

76.0

71.8

57.2

47.3

0.4

0.4

0.5

0.7

P/E (x)
EV/EBITDA (x)
Dividend yield (%)

FY23E

FY24E
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61,000
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Nine key highlights: Adhesives and sealants market
1.
2.

Adhesives market size is INR135bn (industrial 60%; consumer 40%).
Industry almost flattish in FY21 in spite of pandemic due to growth in food
packaging, e-commerce and more redecorating spends.
3. INR55-57bn FY20 consumer adhesives industry clocked an 8–10% CAGR over
FY15-20, and is likely to post a 9–10% CAGR over FY21–26E.
4. For consumer adhesives, the wood work segment is 55%, building construction
18%, foam & mattresses 7% and electrical & electronics 7%; others at 13%
includes stationery/ arts and footwear.
5. Market dominated by PIDI; commands 60–65% of the market.
6. PIDI and Astral are present across consumer adhesive categories, including PVA,
PVC solvent cement, SBR, chloroprene rubber, epoxy, cyanoacrylates and
silicone.
7. Based on technology: water-borne (25–27%); solvent-borne (30–33%); and
reactive (40–43%).
8. 8–9% CAGR for market in FY15–20 driven by growth in end-user industries such
as packaging, construction, electronics and woodworking.
9. Primary raw materials used in the manufacture of adhesives include solvents
such as acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, cyclohexanone, toluene and resins.
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Financial Statements
Income Statement (INR mn)

Balance Sheet (INR mn)

Year to March

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

Total operating income
Gross profit
Employee costs
Other expenses

72,927
39,160
9,809
12,546

95,009
50,655
12,351
17,387

1,09,074
58,585
13,962
19,524

1,22,570
66,384
15,689
21,940

Year to March

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

Share capital
Reserves
Shareholders funds
Minority interest

508
55,421
55,930
2,400

508
65,334
65,842
2,477

508
77,554
78,062
2,573

508
92,628
93,136
2,690

EBITDA
Depreciation

16,806
2,007

20,917
2,015

25,099
2,120

28,755
2,225
587
5,132

Borrowings
Trade payables
Other liabs & prov
Total liabilities

2,139
10,067
16,079
88,138

2,289
7,413
16,579
96,123

2,439
8,438
17,079
1,10,114

2,589
9,390
17,579
1,26,907

336
794

518
2,051

552
2,767

Profit before tax
Prov for tax
Less: Other adj
Reported profit

15,297
3,964
(36)
11,348

20,477
5,150
0
15,250

25,245
6,349
0
18,801

31,138
7,831
0
23,190

Net block
Intangible assets
Capital WIP
Total fixed assets

14,428
29,751
2,939
47,118

13,835
29,751
2,500
46,086

14,715
29,751
2,500
46,966

15,490
29,751
2,500
47,740

Less: Excp.item (net)
Adjusted profit
Diluted shares o/s
Adjusted diluted EPS

36
11,385
508
22.4

36
15,286
508
30.1

0
18,801
508
37.0

0
23,190
508
45.6

Non current inv
Cash/cash equivalent
Sundry debtors
Loans & advances

3,395
6,279
13,210
217

3,545
15,857
13,296
217

3,695
25,197
15,321
217

3,845
37,410
17,493
217

8.5
22.8

10.5
25.9

13.0
25.1

16.0
25.1

Other assets
Total assets

17,919
88,138

17,121
96,123

18,718
1,10,114

20,201
1,26,907

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

Other exp (% of rev)
Con A&P (% of rev)
Gross margin (%)

17.2
2.5
53.7

18.3
3.2
53.3

17.9
3.0
53.7

17.9
3.0
54.2

EBITDA margin (%)
Net profit margin (%)
Revenue growth (% YoY)
EBITDA growth (% YoY)

21.6
16.1
0
6.6

23.0
15.6
30.3
24.5

22.0
16.1
14.8
20.0

23.0
17.2
12.4
14.6

Adj. profit growth (%)

(2.8)

34.3

23.0

23.3

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

GDP (YoY %)
Repo rate (%)

(8.0)
4.0

9.0
4.0

7.0
4.3

7.0
5.3

USD/INR (average)
Consumer & Bazaar
COGS % of sales (con)
Staff cost (% of rev)

75.0
(0.2)
46.3
13.4

73.0
35.0
46.7
13.0

72.0
15.0
46.3
12.8

71.0
12.0
45.8
12.8

Dep (% of gross block)
Yield on cash
Tax rate

4.6
12.6
26.0

3.5
20.0
25.2

3.5
25.0
25.2

3.5
25.0
25.2

FY21A
106.3
21.6
76.0
0.4

FY22E
79.2
18.4
71.8
0.4

FY23E
64.4
15.5
57.2
0.5

FY24E
52.2
13.0
47.3
0.7

Less: Interest expense
Add: Other income

DPS (INR)
Tax rate (%)

Important Ratios (%)
Year to March

Free Cash Flow (INR mn)

Assumptions (%)
Year to March

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

Reported profit
Add: Depreciation

11,348
2,007

15,250
2,015

18,801
2,120

23,190
2,225

Interest (net of tax)
Others
Less: Changes in WC
Operating cash flow

336
1,745
(1,515)
13,921

518
36
(1,943)
15,875

552
44
(2,596)
18,921

587
54
(2,703)
23,353

(25,511)
(11,590)

(2,561)
13,314

(3,000)
15,921

(3,000)
20,353

Less: Capex
Free cash flow

Key Ratios

Valuation Metrics
Year to March
Diluted P/E (x)
Price/BV (x)
EV/EBITDA (x)
Dividend yield (%)

Year to March

Year to March

FY21A

FY22E

FY23E

FY24E

RoE (%)

26.0

22.6

25.0

26.1

RoCE (%)
Inventory days
Receivable days
Payable days

33.4
100
54
64

28.6
117
60
88

32.0
98
51
72

33.5
89
48
57

Working cap (% sales)
Gross debt/equity (x)
Net debt/equity (x)
Interest coverage (x)

15.0
0
(0.3)
41.8

12.4
0
(0.1)
44.0

11.0
0
(0.2)
36.5

11.5
0
(0.3)
41.6

FY21A
(2.8)
26.0
6.6
38.1

FY22E
34.3
22.6
24.5
35.0

FY23E
23.0
25.0
20.0
35.0

FY24E
23.3
26.1
14.6
35.0

Valuation Drivers
Year to March
EPS growth (%)
RoE (%)
EBITDA growth (%)
Payout ratio (%)

Source: Company and Edelweiss estimates
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Why PIDI will continue to dominate and insights from DRHP of HP
Adhesives
India’s adhesives and sealants market: The INR135bn domestic adhesives and
sealants market is broadly categorised into: 1) industrial; and 2) consumer and
bazaar adhesives. The industrial segment caters to B2B industries such as packaging,
footwear, paints, automotive, etc. The retail segment caters to industries such as
furniture/wood work, building construction, arts and craft, electrical fittings, etc. In
comparison, paints is ~~INR500bn market.
Adhesives market size in FY21 is INR135bn (down by 1-2% because of the pandemic).
For the industry, industrial segment is 60% of this with consumer bazaar segment at
40%. The decline was restricted due to growth in food packaging and e-commerce
industries, which catered to people forced to stay at home and ordered online.
Moreover, redecorating spend increased, leading to higher usage of consumer and
bazaar adhesives in the furniture market.
The adhesives and sealants market clocked 8-9% CAGR over FY15-20 driven by
growth in major end-user industries such as packaging, construction, electronics and
woodworking. Construction investments logged 4-5% CAGR during the period led by
increase in spending on roads, railways and urban infrastructure. Moreover, the
industry reflected healthy growth (7-8% CAGR) in the packaging segment.
India consumer adhesives market:- The INR55-57bn (FY20) consumer adhesives
industry clocked 8-10% CAGR over FY15-20 led by rapidly growing furniture industry
with booming real estate and rising income levels leading to increased demand for
interiors. Increased investment in building construction also contributed to its
growth. The woodwork segment is the largest end-user for consumer adhesives,
constituting ~55% of FY20 revenue. The market declined 1-2% in FY21 due to the
pandemic-led reduced construction activity. However, the decline was restricted
due to increased demand from the furniture segment due to work from home, which
led to higher demand for home furniture. However, the economy recovered in the
H2FY21, leading to a rise in demand from end-user industries. The consumer
adhesives market is expected to recover in FY22, following an expected GDP growth
of 9.5% on-year and consequent recovery in infrastructure and construction activity.
Consumer adhesives market split: Consumer adhesives industry can be further
classified based on technology into water-borne, solvent-borne, reactive and hot
melt adhesives.
 PVA (poly vinyl acetate), a water-borne adhesive, dominates the market (25-27%
of revenue) due to growing application in woodwork and furniture industry.
 Among solvent-borne adhesives, PVC solvent cement (10-12% of the consumer
adhesives market) is used for joining PVC pipes in the irrigation and building
construction segments.
 SBR (styrene butadiene rubber, 6-7% of the consumer adhesives market) is used
as a sprayable adhesive for foam and mattress applications. Chloroprene rubber
(12-13% of the consumer adhesives market) has a wide range of applications
from wood working to leather to foam applications.
 Reactive adhesives are dominated by epoxy adhesives (15-16% of the consumer
adhesives market). These also find application in the furniture, woodworking and
tiling industries, and are used for their water and heat resistance along with
durability. These are also used in the electrical, electronics and automotive
space.

Edelweiss Research is also available on www.edelweissresearch.com, Bloomberg - EDEL, Thomson Reuters, and Factset
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 Cyanoacrylates (FeviKwik) (12-14% of the consumer adhesives market) are used
for bonding plastics, metal and rubber components. These are used in moulded
furniture, signboards and a wide range of industrial applications.
 Silicone sealants (12-14% of the consumer adhesives market) are liquid
adhesives. These create strong adhesive bonds resistant to chemicals, moisture
and weathering, and are widely used for basic household repairs and areas
around the sink or any piping due to their water-resistant nature.
Consumer adhesives market split by industry
13%
7%

7%
55%

18%

Wood and woodwork

Building construction

Electricals and electronics

Others

Foam and mattresses

Source: CRISIL Research

Consumer adhesives market split by product

Source: CRISIL Research

Consumer adhesives to clock 9-10% CAGR over FY21-26E
India’s consumer adhesives industry is expected to clock 9-10% CAGR over FY21-26
driven by economic recovery and growth in end-user industries. In particular,
demand is expected to recover in FY22, growing at 14-15% YoY, on a low base of
FY21, as the Indian economy recovers from the impact of the pandemic. Overall,
growth of the consumer adhesives industry is expected to moderate and log CAGR
of ~8% over FY22-26E.
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Consumer adhesives market on growth path
100
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INR bn
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Source: CRISIL Research

PVA dominates consumer adhesives market
PVA continues to dominate in terms of its application in the furniture market.
However, chloroprene rubber has also gained significance in wood and joinery
applications due to lower prices and faster drying properties. Thus, we expect rapid
growth in demand for chloroprene rubber close at the heels of healthy growth in the
furniture market. However, PVA will continue to dominate the market at least till
FY26, due to stronger bonding strength. Growing awareness of environmental
friendliness of water-based adhesives has led to the sustenance of PVA demand.
The silicone sealants segment is also expected to witness healthy growth driven by
rising construction investments and their wide application in sanitary ware and
household repairs owing to superior properties.
Healthy growth in the pipes and fittings market due to rising construction activity,
coupled with rapid increase in irrigation spends and replacement of metal pipes will
drive demand for PVC solvent cements.
Product wise demand growth in consumer adhesives
Segment

CAGR %
(FY21-26)

Key demand drivers

PVA adhesives

7.0 - 9.0

Rising wooden furniture market

PVC solvent
cement/adhesive

9.0 - 11.0

Growth in construction, irrigation spending, replacement of
metal pipes with PVC pipes

SBR

11.0 - 13.0

Growth in foam mattress demand

Chloroprene rubber 8.0 - 10.0

Rising preference in wood working and foam application

Epoxy adhesives

8.0 - 10.0

Rising demand due to strong adhesion and a wide range of
applications

Cyanoacrylates

7.0 - 9.0

Wide applications in plastic. Metal, fabric and ceramics

Silicone

10.0 - 12.0

Rising use in construction and sanitary fittings

Overall adhesives

8.0 - 10.0

Source: CRISIL Research
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Rising demand for wooden furniture to drive demand
 India’s furniture market makes use of multiple types of adhesives, including PVA,
SBR, chloroprene rubber, cyanoacrylates and epoxy.
 Work-from-home and online classes of children has led to a boom in household
furniture demand.
 Demand for wooden furniture to expand at a CAGR of 10-12% over FY21-26.
 Demand will be driven by increasing inclination towards more modular and
compact furniture, and rising demand for durable and hybrid furniture, growing
urbanisation.
 Increased customer brand awareness and modern style requirements, coupled
with rising player collaboration through online channels, are expected to support
demand. Consumers today are looking for the finest range of latest international
designs and trends for not just the living room, but also for kids’ rooms, study
rooms, home offices, outdoor areas and others. Thus, the furniture industry is
now witnessing an expansion in its demand not just for utility purposes, but more
as a style quotient for homes, offices and retail spaces.
Wood furniture market (INR bn)
6000
CAGR: 5.8%

4800
3600

CAGR: 11-13%

-6%

19
5300

2400
1200

2413

3198 3031 3572

0
FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21 FY22E FY23P FY24 FY25 FY26P
Source: CRISIL Research

Outlook for adhesives in electronics industry in India
The electronics industry uses adhesives for various applications, including conformal
coatings, protecting terminal electrodes, bonding of surface mount devices, among
many others. The electronics industry is one of the fastest-growing industries in India
and, as per the Ministry of Electronics and IT, the market size of the industry is INR
5,330 bn in FY20. The industry is expected to grow at a strong pace of 15-20% over
the medium term.
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Adhesives outlook for electronics industry
16000
CAGR: 23%

12800

CAGR: 19-24%
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Source: CRISIL Research

Increasing spending on infrastructure to drive construction activity
 The construction industry makes use of adhesives and sealants across various
applications, such as flooring and carpets, tile insulation, garage doors, resilient
flooring, wall covering, pre-finish panels, perimeters of doors, drywall,
lamination, and fixed window frames, among others.
 These applications primarily make use of three types of adhesives and sealants
namely, epoxy, silicone and cyanoacrylates.
 The industry is expected to grow at a medium pace, due to the government’s
push for the sector. The government has introduced multiple policies to boost
the National Infrastructure Pipeline (NIP) and the Affordable Rental Housing
Complex (ARHC) scheme, along with Housing for All and other investments in the
industrial segment in a renewed push to the sector under the Atmanirbhar
Bharat programme.
 CRISIL Research estimates investments in the construction sector to log CAGR of
4-6% over the medium term.
 Moreover, increasing demand from the real-estate sector and rising irrigation
spending are expected to drive the demand for PVC-solvent cement.

Increasing demand for non-hazardous, green, sustainable adhesives
Demand for bio-based / green adhesives, such as starch and lignin, is increasing
rapidly, as consumers are starting to realise the adverse effects of petroleum-based
products. Consequently, manufacturers are spending huge amounts of capital for
research and development of such adhesives.
Currently, hybrid adhesives are being increasingly used by end-user industries of
adhesives, as they are considered to be green and sustainable alternatives for
solvent-based adhesives.
The consumer adhesives market is primarily dominated by PIDI, commanding 6065% of the market. However, each product category has several organised as well
as unorganised players, with organised players commanding over 75% of the market.
PIDI and Astral Adhesives are present across all consumer adhesive categories,
including PVA, PVC solvent cement, SBR, chloroprene rubber, epoxy, cyanoacrylates
and silicone, while the rest of the players have presence across 2-3 categories only.
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India’s PVC (polyvinyl chloride) adhesives market
PVC adhesives, also known as PVC solvent cement, are adhesives which are used for
joining PVC adhesives. The process is similar to welding, since it melts two pieces of
PVC into a single piece. A PVC adhesive consists of PVC resin, a solvent, and methyl
ethyl ketone – which breaks the top layer of the pipes and fittings to be joined
together. The single largest application of PVC adhesives is in the PVC pipes industry,
where it is widely used to join pipes.
Plastic pipes are made of different types of polymers. The four key types are
unplasticised polyvinyl chloride (u-PVC), which represents 70-75% of industry
demand by volume, chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC) – 12-15%, HDPE – 6-8%
and polypropylene (PPR) – 4-5%. Composite pipes, which have a mix of metal and
plastic layers, are also used for similar applications.
PVC adhesives are used for joining u-PVC and CPVC pipes. There are three broad
product categories in the PVC adhesives market –PVC, u-PVC and CPVC, based on
the category of pipe they are used for. Similar to PVC pipes, the PVC adhesives
business is a largely B2C business, where the key customers are appliers, including
contractors/plumbers, which are in charge of installing and fixing the pipes and
fittings at a particular site.

Domestic market review
The size of the Indian PVC adhesives market was INR 6.81 bn in FY20. The market
has grown at around 10% CAGR, in line with the rapid growth in the plastic pipes
segment, which grew at a healthy CAGR of 10-11% over FY15-20. Industry growth
was driven by rising demand from the construction and irrigation sectors.
In the construction space, increasing investments in water supply and sanitation
(WSS) projects, substitution of metal pipes with polymer pipes, and replacement
demand propelled adhesive offtake. Initiatives such as Pradhan Mantri Krishi
Sinchayee Yojana (PMKSY), Accelerated Irrigation Benefits Programme (AIBP), and
Command Area Development and Water Management (CADWM) Programme
fuelled the use of PVC pipes, and hence PVC adhesives in the irrigation sector.
Additionally, the industry received a boost from the government’s Atal Mission for
Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation (AMRUT) scheme, which is aimed at
providing basic services such as WSS and ensuring every household has access to a
tap with assured water supply and a sewerage connection. As a result, demand for
soil, waste and rain, and drainage pipes was robust. Among several variants of plastic
pipes available in the market, demand for u-PVC and CPVC, in particular, has been
rising, due to affordability, high quality and durability.
In FY21, the PVC adhesives demand is estimated to have declined 9-11% due to
lower offtake from the plastic pipes industry, amid the economic slowdown driven
by the Covid-19 pandemic. Construction spending across infrastructure sub-sectors
shrank sharply in FY21, due to the pandemic, as supply chains got disrupted and
labourers employed at construction sites migrated back to their home towns. This
has indeed affected demand for PVC pipes from the urban infrastructure space.
However, urban housing and infra segment aided recovery of demand in H2FY21.
Infrastructure and urban housing started seeing green shoots of recovery from
October 2021 and saw a smart recovery in the seasonally strong construction period
of December to March 2021 because of improving government spending coupled
with a recovery in real estate, leading to robust demand growth.
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Among product types, u-PVC and PVC adhesives have the largest share, accounting
for more than 80% of the market, while the balance demand comes from the CPVC
adhesives segment.
PVC adhesives market
Others
3%

Pipes and
fittings
97%
Source: CRISIL Research

PVC adhesives market – Pipes and fittings breakdown
5%
15%

45%

35%

Irrigation

WSS and plumbing

Sewerage

Others

Source: CRISIL Research

Key growth drivers
Plastic pipes, especially CPVC, has been gaining prominence in the past decade: In
the past decade, one of the most important changes in the pipes industry was the
large-scale shift from metals to polymer-based pipes in most applications. This was
especially true in the case of plumbing and piping applications in the construction
industry. This evolution has allowed for greater research and development in
specialised products by organised players for specific applications with the
development of polymers, such as CPVC for hot and cold water plumbing,
firefighting and transportation of industrial fluids. The CPVC segment, which poses
technological barrier to entry, has also given branded players an opportunity to
increase their market share. Until then, u-PVC dominated the plastic pipes industry
with several unorganised players posing stiff competition to branded players.
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Low per-capita consumption of PVC: India has low per-capita PVC consumption of
about 2.4kg compared with global average of 6kg. We expect this to rise and move
closer to the global average, driving PVC consumption.
Investments in end-user segments to drive demand for PVC pipes and adhesives:
Plastic pipes are primarily used in irrigation and WSS projects. Major demand
sources are public-sector projects undertaken by the Central, state and municipal
bodies.
Among factors that will boost PVC demand, the top most is increased spending by
state governments and municipal corporations to improve accessibility of water for
a burgeoning population. Second comes the heightened government thrust on
irrigation, urban infrastructure and real estate. The Central government has
launched various schemes to support these three sectors. They include:
Apart from these, an increase in private sector investments, primarily in the real
estate sector, will also boost demand. CRISIL Research expects demand for plumbing
pipes and fittings to grow, with construction picking up pace in metros and tier-II
and -III cities.
Irrigation: The irrigation sector is the key end-user segment for plastic pipes,
accounting for 45-50% of demand. Of India’s 160 million hectare (ha) of cultivated
land, a little less than 50% is irrigated. Investment in the sector is expected to
increase in the next five years, due to the push from state governments to increase
irrigation penetration. However, in FY21, CRISIL Research expects investments to
decline 8-12%, as states divert funds towards healthcare and other social sectors
due to the pandemic. In FY22, the investment is expected to rise 10-15%, led by
states such as Maharashtra, Karnataka and Madhya Pradesh, whose need to
increase irrigation coverage is urgent. Construction spending in irrigation will rise to
INR3700bn over FY21-25 from INR3100bn during FY16-20.
Urban infrastructure: Investments in urban infrastructure are estimated to decline
8-12% in FY21 as the pandemic has resulted in lower spending due to a loss of man
days amid the lockdown, diversion of state funds to meet social and healthcare
spending and labour migration.
In FY22, the investment is expected to rise 15-20% as deferred projects of FY21 kick
off and the government focusses on schemes such as Swachh Bharat Mission, Jal
Jeevan Mission, AMRUT and metro projects, a bulk of which were under
implementation and have achieved financial closure.
Over FY21-25, CRISIL Research expects urban infrastructure to see INR2900bn of
spending, a 1.35x increase from the previous five fiscals. Half of the amount is
expected to be in WSS projects, driven primarily by state governments and through
Central government-sponsored programmes, such as Jal Jeevan mission, AMRUT
and Swachh Bharat Mission.
After WSS, metro construction will attract the most investment in urban
infrastructure development. CRISIL Research estimates that spending in metro rail
will increase 1.3 times to INR1000bn over the next five years. The bulk of these
projects are under construction and have achieved financial closure. The lockdown
and migration of labour drove investment lower in FY21. However, the projects that
were deferred this fiscal are expected to restart in the next fiscal. A number of
projects announced and being implemented by various state governments will drive
the medium-term growth of the sector.
A new metro rail policy was announced in the Union Budget for FY18, which is
expected to attract the private sector into the segment.
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In FY17, the government launched the Smart Cities Mission to transform 100 cities
in the country. The project had an approved budget of INR480bn over five years. The
scheme focuses on providing adequate and clean water supply, sanitation, solid
waste management, efficient transportation, affordable housing for the poor, power
supply, robust IT connectivity, e-governance, safety and security of citizens, health,
and education. The selected cities were given a Central government assistance of
INR2bn in the first year and promised INR1bn in each of the next four years, with a
matching contribution from the state governments.
Real estate sector: Real estate is a key end-user sector for PVC pipes in India. Over
the past few years, demand in the real estate sector has been sluggish. Developers
had to delay giving possession of projects due to various reasons, including approval
delays and financial issues. The government passed the Real Estate (Regulation and
Development) Act in 2016 that put in place a regulatory system for the sector to
boost the confidence of customers. Moreover, the Pradhan Mantri Awas YojanaUrban (PMAY-U), a scheme coming under the Housing for All by 2022 programme,
witnessed healthy construction over past three fiscals, particularly in FY19 and FY20.
Substitution and replacement demand: Plastic pipes have several advantages over
metal pipes. For instance, raw materials used in manufacturing plastic pipes are
derivatives of crude oil. Hence, prices of plastic pipes are correlated to crude oil
prices. The fall in crude oil prices has comparatively lowered raw material prices,
and, thus, plastic-pipe prices over FY15-21. Superior real estate properties and low
prices have accelerated the substitution of metal pipes by plastic pipes. The increase
in the availability of raw materials (PVC, PE and PPR), following the commissioning
of new petrochemical facilities in India will further support the plastic-pipes industry.
Another factor driving long-term demand is the replacement of older pipes with
plastic pipes. Within the plastic pipes industry, CRISIL Research expects demand for
PVC adhesives to be driven by increasing application of CPVC pipes.
Demand for PVC adhesives to be driven by rapid growth in plastic pipes industry:
PVC adhesives market likely to post 9-11% CAGR over FY21-26 due to increasing
demand from the plastic pipes market. The market is expected to recover in FY22,
growing at 16-17% YoY, due to an economic recovery after covid-19 and the
consequent rise in construction activity, which will lead to demand increase for pipes
and fittings.
Per capita PVC consumption across nations
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Outlook for PVC adhesives market in India
In particular, the CPVC adhesives segment is expected to witness the maximum
growth during FY21 -26 as CPVC pipes in India are still at a nascent stage and have
huge potential due to factors such as longevity, fire resistance, corrosion- and leadfree nature, and the ability to withstand high temperatures.
u-PVC adhesive demand will be driven by growth in the u-PVC pipes business,
growing at 8-10% CAGR over FY21-26. These pipes find application in agriculture and
plumbing for potable water supply and sewerage. Continuous replacement of
galvanised iron pipes with these pipes has supported healthy demand growth in the
past. Features such as affordability and longer life compared with metal pipes have
aided this segment. Government initiatives, such as AIBP (Accelerated Irrigation
Benefits Programme) also provide growth potential. Overall, the share of the CPVC
segment is expected to increase to over 20% from the current level.
Even while the PVC adhesives market is at an early growth stage, competition has
been growing with new companies entering the market. However, the organised
sector dominates on the back of the increased brand awareness of end users.
The market has both core manufacturers and pipes and fittings players who have
entered the PVC adhesive manufacturing space. While leading manufacturers
include HP Adhesives, Astral Adhesives and Ashirvad Pipes; the latter category has
Prince Pipes, Apollo Pipes, Jain Irrigation, and Supreme Industries, among others.
However, these players manufacture very small volumes compared with core
manufacturers. Though the market is dominated by organised players, there are a
large number of unorganised players who cater to small contractors and plumbers
looking for low-cost products.
HP Adhesives is the largest manufacturer with 14-16% market share, followed by
Astral Adhesive with a share of 11-13%. Both players offer a wide range of solvent
cements for various types of plastic pipes and fittings. PIDI and Ashirvad Pipes are
also among major manufacturers of PVC adhesives in the Indian market.
Pipe manufacturers such as Supreme Industries, Prince Pipes and Jain Irrigation have
a smaller share in the PVC adhesive market, while adhesive manufacturers such as
HP Adhesives, Astral Adhesive and Ashirvad Pipes enjoy brand awareness and loyalty
because of their long-standing presence. Pipe manufacturers are trying to gain
market share by leveraging their established network of distributors and dealers.
PVC market outlook
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VAM price trajectory
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PVC market outlook by segment
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Consumer and Bazaar adhesives types
PVC, cPVC and uPVC solvent cement:- PVC, cPVC and uPVC Solvent Cement is a
solution of solvents and additives combined with resins. A more common way to
distinguish solvent cement is by viscosity. PVC, cPVC and uPVC solvent cement is
broadly used in PVC, cPVC pipes, uPVC pipes, electrical piping systems. Solvent
cement viscosity can be classified into the following three categories:
 Regular bodied (RD)
 Medium bodied (MD)
 Heavy bodied (HD)
Synthetic Rubber Adhesives: Synthetic Rubber (SR) adhesives provide the
advantage of high initial tack. They are based on adhesives that exhibit the ability to
bond themselves to different surfaces. These dry surfaces bond immediately on
application of the adhesive. Once the bond has been made, it is typically pressed or
rolled to insure complete contact. The high initial tack of SR adhesives makes them
ideal for a variety of applications.
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PVA Adhesive: Polyvinyl acetate, commonly known as wood glue or carpenter's
glue, is a widely available adhesive used for porous materials like wood, paper,
cardboard and crafts.
Silicone and Acrylic Sealant: Silicone sealant is a liquid form of adhesive; it looks
feels and acts like a thick gel. It has a different chemical make-up from other organic
polymer-based adhesives. Unlike other adhesives, silicone keeps its elasticity and
stability in both high and low temperatures. Furthermore, silicone sealant is
resistant to other chemicals, moisture, and weathering. This makes it less likely to
fail when building and repairing objects.
Acrylic sealant is a sealing material, mainly obtained from acrylic resins. Overcoat
painting can be carried out on acrylic sealant for interior and exterior decoration.
These sealants are commonly used to bind or seal surfaces such as plastic, metal and
glass together. Being resistant to high temperatures they are commonly used in
automobiles, electronic devices, solar panels, doors and windows. These are also
widely used in glazing, external weather sealing general interior sealing, bathroom
and sanitary, and exterior applications in relation to construction.
Raw materials: The primary raw materials used in the manufacture of adhesives
include solvents like acetone, methyl ethyl ketone, cyclohexanone, toluene and
resins and other additives. Primary raw materials for sealants include silicon
polymers, silicone oil, silica and catalysts. Some raw materials are imported including
resins, polymer and others from Japan, China, Germany and US.

Why will Pidilite continue to do well?
Scale up in-house R&D spends: PIDI is known for constantly creating categories and
disruptive innovations. It has increased its R&D spends by 185% and has three fully
equipped centres in India, apart from one each in US and Singapore. The company
is planning to create high quality differentiated products which will be world first for
emerging markets.
Currently, PIDI earns 8% of revenue from outside India in markets like Bangladesh,
Nepal and Africa. India is the laboratory for PIDI and anything which does well here
can potentially be taken to other markets. It is targeting markets with high
headroom for growth, with a high-touch, “India-like” approach. For example, it
entered Bangladesh around two decades ago. It has set up local manufacturing and
now has second factory working there and all of company key products are sold
there. In Bangladesh, PIDI has seen huge market share gains in past two decades in
adhesives.
To be key beneficiary of real estate recovery: Management believes that presently
only early signs of real estate recovery are visible; will have to see if it sustains. In
our view, if this recovery pans out, PIDI will benefit in multiple ways. It will get big
benefit in waterproofing as also adhesive demand for tile adhesives, new furniture,
furnishings, etc.
Augmenting capex shows confidence in demand: PIDI is setting up 12 new plants,
which in our view shows confidence in demand trajectory. This will also create a
seamless network across India. New plants have been set up in Sri Lanka and Kenya
and the company has expanded capacity in Bangladesh.
Focussed on new categories: The Company is creating categories by spotting unmet
needs, building technical capabilities, intense field marketing and huge ad support.
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Roff case study shows how PIDI scales up new revenue drivers
PIDI is driving category creation and exponential growth in under-penetrated tile
and stone fixing solutions market through a comprehensive portfolio and go-tomarket approach. Tile and stone solutions are currently an INR14bn market with less
than 10% penetration of modern tiling solutions as 90% of the market still uses
cement to fix tiles, which has lesser durability.
Roff was chosen as the focus division to unlock disproportionate growth in FY17 and
since then it has grown exponentially.
Roff is present in four categories: Tile and Stone Installations, Grouts Stone and Tile
Care products, Under Tile waterproofing Solutions.
Levers enabling exponential growth
 Quick and Cost effective Market Servicing: Capacity expansion to optimize the
supply chain & manufacturing network. Automation to produce best in class
products.
 Product: Complete adhesive range to cater to basic and specialised applications.
 Retail Channel: Expansion for mass projects and project channel activation for
large projects.
 Consumer: Mass media for brand creation at the right time.
 Holistic Brand Management: Exhaustive immersion to collect insights, identify
usage patterns and accordingly select target segments, focussed media strategy
to reach target segment and deliver growth.
Huge potential in INR14bn tiling and stone solutions market

9%

91%

Overall tiling and stone solution market

Modern tiling solution market

Source: Company
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Penetration strategy

Source: Company

Creative marketing campaigns

Source: CRISIL Research
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Momentum segments

Source: CRISIL Research

Huge room to scale up Araldite
Araldite has huge room to expand reach in urban markets. PIDI was not even among
top 2 players in this segment and now it has the dominant leader Araldite plus its
own brands, which means it now dominates this segment. Araldite has good
presence in bigger cities, but PIDI will now take it much deeper in tier 3, 4 and rural
markets due to its own distribution. Also, we expect the company to straddle
different price points as PIDI has its own presence in this segment.
PIDI acquired 100% stake from the Huntsman Group (US) in one of their subsidiaries
in India of DIY business for a cash consideration of approx. INR21bn. It manufactures
and sells adhesives, sealants and other products under well-known brands such as
Araldite and Araldite Karpenter in India. It already has business revenue of ~INR4bn
in 2019. In addition to the Indian sub-continent business, the acquisition includes a
trademark licence for Middle East, Africa and ASEAN countries. Araldite is an iconic
brand and a market leader in epoxy adhesives in India.

Taking distribution to next level and targeting channels of future
PIDI is focussing on alternate trade channels like e-commerce, modern trade (MT)
and Pidilite Ki Duniya (PKD). These have augmented growth in recent quarters with
e-commerce sales at 3x and PKD sales at 1.3x.
PIDI, akin to FMCG companies, has automated its sales and manufacturing by using
digital means.
It is investing in supply chain resilience and global competitiveness. PIDI has
accelerated digital and analytics. It has enhanced agility and pace of innovation
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Adhesive channel strategy

Source: CRISIL Research

Digital marketing strategy

Source: CRISIL Research
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PIDI will replicate India success model in many other markets
Currently, PIDI derives ~8% revenue from outside India in markets like Bangladesh,
Nepal and Africa. India is the laboratory for PIDI and anything which does well here
can potentially be taken to other markets. The company is targeting markets with
high headroom for growth, with a high-touch, “India-like” approach. For example it
entered Bangladesh around two decades ago. It has set up local manufacturing and
now has a second factory working there and has presence in all the key products of
PIDI. In Bangladesh, PIDI has seen huge share gains in past two decades in adhesives
Core strategy

Source: CRISIL Research

Brand categorisation

Source: Company

How PIDI grows its core at 1–2x GDP
This is done by premiumizing and innovating. Key example is Fevicol, PIDI’s cash cow.
The company has launched multiple brand extensions of this as given below at
better pricing.
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Fevicol extensions

Source: Company

Paint companies in waterproofing do not pose major threat
We believe that the company’s dominant position, vast reach with around 4million
outlets and deep connect with middlemen as well as consumers act as strong entry
barriers. The company has wider range of products serving various stages of
waterproofing for both consumer and industrial market, compared to portfolio of
paint companies in waterproofing segment. Good long-term performance of
acquisitions and sustainability of healthy growth in core business outweigh the risks
from Asian Paints in the waterproofing and adhesives space.

Festive season and recovery in supply chain to help sales growth
With the festive season approaching, the economy is expected to get a further lift.
The pace of vaccination though remains key in controlling the spread of the virus. So
far, over 45 percent of the population has received at least one dose of the vaccine
and 15.4 percent people are fully vaccinated. The MD Mr. Puri also mentioned in an
interview that there is some pent up demand as well that will play out in H2FY22.
The company is also benefiting from the trend of people reinvesting in the homes.
The home improvement space is seeing a lot of activity. From a demand perspective
the sentiment seems to be strong. According to Mr. Puri, A brand like Pidilite should
definitely grow 2-4 times GDP. Supply chains have also been recovering as is evident
from the Purchasing Managers' data. A composite reading from IHS Market showed
PMI at 55.4 in August, which shows healthy expansion versus a contraction in July.

Outlook and valuation: Structurally strong; maintain ‘BUY’
We like PIDI as it is a high-quality company with a niche consumption play imbued
with strong brand equity in under-penetrated and high-growth categories. The
company’s dominant position, vast reach (~4mn outlets) and strong connect with
middlemen as well as consumers act as strong entry barriers. Domestic demand was
boosted by GST implementation and management continues to be confident of
growing top line led by rebalancing of the trade channel, deepening penetration and
product innovation. Over the long term, management is confident of clocking
double-digit volume growth.
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We expect recovery over the next few quarters led by rural areas. This will be further
aided by the government’s initiatives such as Housing For All, among others.
Good long-term performance of acquisitions and sustainability of healthy growth in
core business outweigh risks from Asian Paints in the water proofing and adhesives
space. Besides, as the adhesives space is already dotted with many MNCs and
regional players, Asian Paints’ entry is not likely to materially alter the competitive
scenario for PIDI, in our view. Demand shift from unorganised to organised segment
is slowly panning out with lowering of effective tax rates. Acquisition of the Araldite
brand should bolter company’s revenues going forward. However, we will closely
monitor raw material price movement, which has turned inflationary.
Overall demand revival, entry in adjacent categories and demand shift from
unorganised to organised players are likely to boost PIDI’s revenue. PAPL’s
acquisition should further bolster revenue. Rolling forward, we retain ‘BUY/SN’ with
TP of INR2,775. The stock is trading at 64.4x FY23E EPS.
One-year forward PE
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Analyst Certification:
The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their securities,
and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this report.
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Additional Disclaimers
Disclaimer for U.S. Persons
This research report is a product of Edelweiss Securities Limited, which is the employer of the research analyst(s) who has prepared the research report. The research analyst(s) preparing
the research report is/are resident outside the United States (U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore the analyst(s) is/are not subject to
supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules or regulations regarding,
among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.
This report is intended for distribution by Edelweiss Securities Limited only to "Major Institutional Investors" as defined by Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934
(the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a Major Institutional
Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any
U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor.
In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof by the SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional
Investors, Edelweiss Securities Limited has entered into an agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Edelweiss Financial Services Inc. ("EFSI"). Transactions in securities discussed in
this research report should be effected through Edelweiss Financial Services Inc.
Disclaimer for U.K. Persons
The contents of this research report have not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA").
In the United Kingdom, this research report is being distributed only to and is directed only at (a) persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within
Article 19(5) of the FSMA (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”); (b) persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order (including high net worth companies and unincorporated
associations); and (c) any other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”).
This research report must not be acted on or relied on by persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this research report relates is available only
to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this research report or any of its contents. This
research report must not be distributed, published, reproduced or disclosed (in whole or in part) by recipients to any other person.
Disclaimer for Canadian Persons
This research report is a product of Edelweiss Securities Limited ("ESL"), which is the employer of the research analysts who have prepared the research report. The research analysts
preparing the research report are resident outside the Canada and are not associated persons of any Canadian registered adviser and/or dealer and, therefore, the analysts are not subject
to supervision by a Canadian registered adviser and/or dealer, and are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of the Ontario Securities Commission, other Canadian
provincial securities regulators, the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada and are not required to otherwise comply with Canadian rules or regulations regarding, among
other things, the research analysts' business or relationship with a subject company or trading of securities by a research analyst.
This report is intended for distribution by ESL only to "Permitted Clients" (as defined in National Instrument 31-103 ("NI 31-103")) who are resident in the Province of Ontario, Canada (an
"Ontario Permitted Client"). If the recipient of this report is not an Ontario Permitted Client, as specified above, then the recipient should not act upon this report and should return the
report to the sender. Further, this report may not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any Canadian person.
ESL is relying on an exemption from the adviser and/or dealer registration requirements under NI 31-103 available to certain international advisers and/or dealers. Please be advised that
(i) ESL is not registered in the Province of Ontario to trade in securities nor is it registered in the Province of Ontario to provide advice with respect to securities; (ii) ESL's head office or
principal place of business is located in India; (iii) all or substantially all of ESL's assets may be situated outside of Canada; (iv) there may be difficulty enforcing legal rights against ESL because
of the above; and (v) the name and address of the ESL's agent for service of process in the Province of Ontario is: Bamac Services Inc., 181 Bay Street, Suite 2100, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2T3
Canada.
Disclaimer for Singapore Persons
In Singapore, this report is being distributed by Edelweiss Investment Advisors Private Limited ("EIAPL") (Co. Reg. No. 201016306H) which is a holder of a capital markets services license and
an exempt financial adviser in Singapore and (ii) solely to persons who qualify as "institutional investors" or "accre dited investors" as defined in section 4A(1) of the Securities and Futures
Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore ("the SFA"). Pursuant to regulations 33, 34, 35 and 36 of the Financial Advisers Regulations ("FAR"), sections 25, 27 and 36 of the Financial Advisers Act, Chapter
110 of Singapore shall not apply to EIAPL when providing any financial advisory services to an accredited investor (as defined in regulation 36 of the FAR. Persons in Singapore should contact
EIAPL in respect of any matter arising from, or in connection with this publication/communication. This report is not suitable for private investors.
Disclaimer for Hong Kong persons
This report is distributed in Hong Kong by Edelweiss Securities (Hong Kong) Private Limited (ESHK), a licensed corporation (BOM -874) licensed and regulated by the Hong Kong Securities
and Futures Commission (SFC) pursuant to Section 116(1) of the Securities and Futures Ordinance “SFO”. This report is intended for distribution only to “Professional Investors” as defined
in Part I of Schedule 1 to SFO. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is only available to professional investor and will be engaged only with professional
investors.” Nothing here is an offer or solicitation of these securities, products and services in any jurisdiction where their offer or sale is not qualified or exempt from registration. The
report also does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of any individual recipients. The Indian
Analyst(s) who compile this report is/are not located in Hong Kong and is/are not licensed to carry on regulated activities in Hong Kong and does not / do not hold themselves out as being
able to do so.
Copyright 2009 Edelweiss Research (Edelweiss Securities Ltd). All rights reserved.
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